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IMMATERIAL RIGHTS
The book and single blog texts are absolutely free to be linked, quoted and
distributed on the condition that the source is mentioned.
"The material and immaterial we have provided may be shared, but when it is
alongside commercial products the difference in products must be presented. The
Book of Oneness does not strengthen productised spellings, but strengthens only
spellings in the mobility of light: The Book of Oneness supports everyone's
understanding, truth and responsibility to recognise with the keys of selfknowing the Most Real Truth. The twined spelling operates as an authorised
quickener, updater, restorer, uniter, purifier and focuser of keys, figures, syllables
or light codes. The Book of Oneness is foremost an electrification to
consciousness, only secondarily manifesting of answers by learning read,
finished information.
An electric book is based on free distribution and it will not be disconnected to a
form outside of my guidance. The syllables must be unbound to charge,
methods, outside observations, such as producing visibility or advancing own
interests, and not connectable to inadequate forms of views, regarding religion,
politics and so on, and it shall not be used to support other than Heart Motives
and Highest Truth.
• A responsible conditioning releases from conditioning and strengthens soul
rights of spellings belonging to everyone..
My words, energies or consciousness are not commercialisable. – Master
Metatron"
More information: metatronica1111@gmail.com

The original Book of Oneness blog has been published in Finnish, English and
German at addresses:
https://elvislivehologram.blogspot.fi
https://elvisavislivehologram.blogspot.fi/
https://elvisavislivehologramm.blogspot.fi/
Images: ©MarilPhotography ( www.marilphotography.weebly.com)
Intepreted from Finnish to English by Piper of Luxonia
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METATRONICA • THE BOOK OF ONENESS
The Book Of Oneness is a consciousness tapestry to evolution plan, that is not a
bound volume, but a supported, all-channeled 'electric book', which consists of
channelings, guidance, support not opening from outside, answers manifesting
without prayer, understanding of a new kind of a path, emptying transformation
of fear and opening of reality.
Final responsibility of renewing earth is on our twined consciousness. Twined,
opening consciousness renews emotions and energy systems in addition to
deeds, the reality after clearing the whole path. Ascension codes, when activated,
mold the dimensions back to Oneness: to a visible cosmic union of love and
freedom enabling a historic upheaval.
The Book of Oneness aims to activate responsibilities. It does not pursuit
financial benefits, visibility, superior position or experimental orientation based
on their advice to its operatives. Before The Book of Oneness the operatives of
Metatron Alliance express their commitment to be the support scaffolding of
higher will of evolution plan in global existence.
Our responsibility is to weave consciousness to open to internal purity. Universal
White of Heaven Channel [www.universalwhite.weebly.com] and Ascension
Road as energies and activations, preparing were fulfilled according to plan to
perfect this. Welcome is every Ambassador of Oneness.
The responsibility of the new intertwined Metatronica group as souls is to ignite
to the power of that magnifient group in the tapestry, deal with the rush as master
of light upgrades, as is guided in the heart.
As doubter one hinders those purely supported. As reluctant to many supported,
presented subjects, to our lines of information, it is not your mission to renew by
plan to our rainbow spectrum here. You feel the resonance, forward aspiring
hunger of knowledge when you acknowledge the agreement of your soul.
– Electric weaver of the skein and energy strings, Metatron –
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Foreword from the Author
Welcome dear fellow souls with us to this journey. A journey, that everyone is
already on, and has always been. A journey that has been drawn on everyone's
map, even when the line is still very thin. The road is ready, and we are more
guided and more ready than ever before.
Channelings, light codes and information related to change in energy climate on
the blog of Metatronica - The Book of Oneness are opening the in-born
consciousness of everyone, according to each one's readiness. We do everything
in guidance and heart-consciously : As paintbrushes of the cosmic Alliance of
Love, Oneness and the will of our universal essence.
We are and will be part of a great Movement of Love, a wave of which we will
form on Earth.
We can also be called new Rainbow-indigos, -workers or -warriors or Trojans of
Light as we tune into our star seed stuff, tailor-made for us, arriving as light
updates. Each one will light up to the uniqueness, authenticity, frequency and
scope of their soul without teached definitions. We come from everywhere: all
cultures, all religions. From all tides, past and future, meldings of the perfect
NOW-moment. From every experience. As representation of a networked form
of our consciousness our energy signature vibrates from all corners of the
dimensional rose of the universe. We are in everything and everyone. Together
we form all the color and vibration frequencies of the rainbow – also those that
we do not observe yet.
We are the bridge. We are One. We are the bridge so that we will become One.

Previously published The First Book of Oneness is a book completely
channelled and guided from Metatron - the ascending part of each soul - and its
Qoins, or parts of its essence. The original form of it has been published as a
Finnish blog, living in each moment and being continuously updated. At present

the book has been translated also into English and German.
Enoch's light language, or set of light codes, has been encrypted into the book, a
'spelling' that supplements among other things parts left out of the Bible, and
completes and also brings with it as its contribution the books of Enoch and
Mary Magdalene as light spellings, so that man has a possibility to reclaim his
highest spiritual power as a consciousness and a Creator.
The channellings open to one's understanding in steps, by their own rules, at
their own pace through the interpreter in the heart. As consciousness changes
they deepen again and again, layer by layer, waking up all necessary, different
perspectives in relation to the one core, to assemble one bigger picture and to
form a so called ascension path.

The Second and Third Books of Oneness are focused on opening and deepening
our global, collective and universal being and understanding of these, expanding
the vibrational map of the soul.
In the first steps of my channelling path, a three part approach was brought to
my attention, that which related to anchoring of by their nature all-encompassing
platinum and diamond rays to the new matrix of the Earth. This energy was
referred as 'Universal White' and it was introduced as if supplementing or a
potentiator of Platinum and Diamond rays, that include all rays and their
frequencies. It was divided to Kundalini, Global and Universal White focus
points.
Universal White was brought to be an essential part of energy healing and
channellings, developing further in Heaven Channels Chrystal Grid group's
energy forwarding events to be a shared Ascension Road activation. At that time
I did not yet know that it preceded and laid foundation to everything that upon
which I later was guided to function, and with what I work now.
After my many years of inhale, when I was concentrating on channelling great
amounts of information only, to abandon all out-dated perspectives and doctrines

and without knowing, preparing for a new cycle of exhaling, this big picture was
set alight again.
The books talk about three towers and at the same time about Volumes. These
can be understood as these three different emphasis of Universal White - or
energies and light codes in development challenge fields of different extent, on
top of which each one is to climb on one's own path - also as a graduated
structure of Evolution plan and soul responsibility cycles of ascension formula
of metatronics, on which the Earth is travelling in the path of universal light as a
new life birthing mother, and also as a child being born and developing.
When love and the gate of Metatron purify in an individual, understanding to
global love and oneness opens, progressing further to cosmic scope and
universal creatorness. Metatronica creates keys to consciousness, above all
energetic ones. Metatronica is equal to each one's own sacred book of the soul,
that is simultaneously being read and written open with help of metatronics in
this multiform and multidimensional reality of ours.
– With greetings of Love,
the channel, contact person
Mari Metatronica, Vis a Vis –
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Land of Light
November 1, 2017
The second Book of Oneness begins.
From the ashes proceeded we spell a global diamond. A bridge of the Power of
Light has been lifted over the ash, over completing ground, for us to fill
michaelity to Truth and Rightness to everyone; for a great polishing power to
every soul.
A bridge of the World Order of Light is the first artery for the stunning force of
light and Movement of Love, with which the Power of Light is handed as
Oneness, purity, justice, light and readiness back to human. A pure soul is an
image of God, similar to Michael, grand, polishing to brilliant, from the ashes
risen readiness to become free to be one's greatest self, that already is All
That Is.
To be satisfied with the outer ends in the rush this power brings, when
definitions in front of the core will be set free. Light only belongs to core
essence. Core essence only belongs to the matrix of the New Earth. Only
opening, purification, understanding is to come: Ash from which a reality of
grandness we form. All that is necessary is in here.
We will soon bring new energies to your fields. I will guide courage and power
to be electrified in the guided path. A roaring wave of lift.
– Rush-generating, all-seeing, Metatron; an Eye and to eyes of everyone
becoming, a tip-piece to the formula of evolution, wiping soot from your faces.
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Mass Seed & Scaling Colours of Ascension Tapestry
November 7, 2017
Electrified have the chapters been to the group. A supported creation, a flood
wave of love, is celebratorily washing ash from over the global, collapsed,
emptying structure of reality, to electrify itself in front of you as a renewed
existence of truth and rightness.
For renewal, a great strong mass seed of humans is needed, into which the
relating, pursued forces of global awakening have been spelled. These forces,
reacting to each others, will produce the planned vortex of evolution. Releasing
tensions, as they open from conciseness, will also release soot from essences,
therefore the name 'the time of soot', Armageddon - as you interpret the latter as
a mountain of ash, from which New Earth is shaped and condensed diamond
clear and transparent.
For many, Oneness feels flat. Sadness can arise when graduating to a bigger
heart than to a sounding, incinerating, authorised, carved consciousness of the
individual and the soul, that is allied to please the ego. Oneness means one
great experiencing in an illuminated state of the body, duality and
obligation, and above those perspectives.
Prayed upon matters rarely progress with motives without light. A manifesting
path of light can not spare from experiences, or support the roads for the soul,
that are cast for the soul for conquering its darkness. The first section of our
books is piloting a soul specific path. When progress is seen in transillumination
of the heart as life drawing consciousness, trust, respect, appreciating
experiences, love and compassion, that is not striving to influence, even in a
hidden manner, in order to escape from its own emotion peak created by the
situation, the soul must, when melding with Oneness, empty itself from many
previous, arrived paths with their motives and responsibilities. When motives
change, goals change. When goals change, paths change: Paths rise to a higher
consciousness line, to support even higher soul plans, our highest will, the
creation paintbrush and purest sculptor of Oneness, to create through each of
our parts from that collective of light a michaelic portrait, that is the same as
Oneness. – I do not get tired to point out that New Earth will rise to become an
image of Michael, as the michaelness planted in everyone machines as a force

shadows to light. Metatronics is a formula that spells vortexes to ascension and
reads the chronicles to plans. Michaelness is a force and a resemblance. The
First Bridge is an artery, electrification, to the light of the New Order of the
World, where formula and method flows to fill the whole Earth. The Metatronic
pyramid tip has joined with Michael, to body, to Divinity, forming a wave, of
which we now speak of as a Bomb of Love and the flood wave raised by it.
Every one of the paths eventually leads to Oneness. With light will even the
most shady be filled. Our open meditation connects the igniting points as
planned.
To dancing of the ribbons in this wind be you cradled. Knots shall be free,
responsibilities shall detach, as kites fluttering will you join in repertories your
colours to the great rising tapestry.
– A guide to your dance, Ēl Metatron, Vis a Vis with you, you saluted. We are in
our ash at the greatest mountain, in soot of our fears, electrifying to Create.
Presume me to be one of you, because of the ash and the chronicles I carry my
part as a human. We are One. Opus two is a global 'bomb'.
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React: The Great Cycle Will Be Reset
November 28, 2017
The great ship of evolution is on the move in order to turn. For the reason of the
time of soot, Armageddon, exercises in skills of trust open before you, for you
to learn to choose love instead of fear.
To choose love in the perfect encounter with fears can empty duality; make
inhibitions powerless, release the control power of threats, change
disappointments to achievements, enlighten contributions in one's own workedon responsibilities to be seen as virtues, guide discontent to understanding
gratitude, and cradle great grace and compassion. Of this I speak as an inevitable
gate for us to renew to Oneness, in the unauthenticity cleaning force of the
Global 'bomb', the Trojan of Light.
So the mass seed spells souls in the opened up manner. Waves and codes roar
beneath the surface, cleansing, testing the reacting one, triggering, speeding the
core to vibrations supporting responsibilities, to polish essences to readinesses
and readiness in the spiral staircase of the rising consciousness. From ashes will
existence be born: By creating, from burned karma and cinder of
reprimand-path achieved, allowed doctrine of change. I now forge ashes into
your thoughts as a synonym of the concept 'doctrine'.
Ashes have been brought forward as a base of creating, as end product of
depleted cleansing fire. You have heard it to be a readiness expressing
construction material of culminating mastery, which, when compacting,
crystallises to a polished sparkle of a diamond.
I have talked that waters of consciousness rub lye from ashes.
In my talks I have also referred to metaphors of the Garden of Eden, where in
a cosmic, grand, full, booming formation layered essences, in their layered
consciousnesses, form One. Ash is natures rightest nourishment in long cycles.
Forests burn to feed new growth.
Fertiliser is formed from food also. Manure. A shitty thing, but nature tries to
benefit from everything till the end, without being greedy, however. The most

real disposition here is the purpose of all: Old material renews to produce new.
Your liberty is to judge the ripening ascension crop based on what you see, but
even if you saw 'crap' in everywhere but yourself, you cannot be the brilliance
and rightness of Eden alone. Not without the waste of others, not without
accepting your own waste, not without allowing the whole cycle. Which
includes poo.
Ash is the purest form of doctrines. Ash is a unique possibility of possibilities
of the great renewal, where all cycles will come to an end, and essence will
refine to the freedom of Oneness of not to mirror the doctrines of duality
anymore. Consciousness in its brightness will have flow through itself the
saluted manifestations without holding on to them. That which is brightened will
remove itself from the selections of your experience catalogue. Your reality does
not anymore pass on with its reflection surfaces as responsibilities that for which
there is no more a contact surface in your essence. Your reacting part will be
cleansed.
Ash and the effect of waters of consciousness demands, in order to become lye
soap, reality in a human flesh suit, births and deaths, happenings and countless
experienced perspectives.
The reason why I yammer here about responsibilities in front of choosing love,
will grow open when we have progressed to the path of UFO's. We break
consciousnesses forcibly out of the bubbles of duality, in the new brightening of
reactings, new, irreproachable reality bubbles of reality honeycomb of Oneness.
React with the recognising ability of your hearts, in order to recognise your
most prevalent recognising ability. Shelling pretence is the most visible work
of the new path in the storming responsibility of mass seed wave. 11:11 gateway
started the new path, which will end in cosmic, universal Oneness.
The ship is turning. Fear will incinerate to happiness, compact to love.
Understanding of the great form of my skin will crumble from many. Reacting
enhancing, shout-making happenings will roll now. React. Grind yourselves to
your positions. Those ready: Know to wait. Calm ends for Those Acquiescent.
Storm ends for Doers. Create the most grand Phoenix from the ashes of the
earth. A work divine make to love. A magic cosmic highway it will make.
This is a Promise, a Petition, a Greeting, a Guidance and an Announcement.

– Metatron, the one resetting the great cycle
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2018 - The Armageddon of Duality
December 14, 2017
The year of the numbers begins. Light codes shake. Bubbles incinerate. Collapse
will duality, emptying reaction ability guidedly, pouring fuels of emotion to the
ground. Soot will be cleared from hearts to reveal brilliance, a backbone net of
responsibilities to come, that strengthens and will strengthen from the bomb
waves of the Movement of Love beneath the surface. Liberate will many priced
and productised things. You see more clearly artificiality, fraud, falseness and
that selected with fear: choices of the acquiescent. You see that both as mirror of
yourself and because you have cleared yourself of these parts. So you see
through, in order to see through yourself and also everything else. Your job
is to build observations in allegiance to yourself, but to interfere matters by your
action only by the purest ways you comprehend. See the genuineness of
emotions and reactions as the greatest collective task in the year 2018, which
is the Armageddon of duality.
React to ash with your hearts. Of this I prepared observations in my previous
talk.
So be aware of that which impresses you and that which moves you on your
paths. Whose observations can you reach and why? Why do you want to reach
them? Do you do it purely out of love or to reach love? Trust? Support? Honour?
Importance? Financial benefit? Do you swear? In order to be incinerated the fake
must come forward and I say: It really fills your reality. You do this as your
responsibility, as your grand will, on the threshold of blooming. You must find
your greatest separateness and your own power before you can incinerate
your path of learning and lift it up to the fulfilment road of crystallising
reality structure of Oneness.
This you do now. You experience the ending of separateness and coming of
Oneness in layers and waves, as reactings operate as pushers, pullers,
responsibilitators and liberators. Disinformation will block your channels due to
this method of operation. In the compression of many pools a pressure for souls
and groups forms into evolution. Heart cannot be forced, but heart will force
reaction ability to full authenticity. Satisfactory answers stop being satisfactory.
Your aim will rise higher. The need to define and know ends. A trust will arrive,

that at the same time is a consciousness of to not be satisfied with anything less
than that which is most genuine and authentic. Instead of nibbles, happiness will
renew as a whole cake. Agape, the love of Oneness, will manifest out of all
surrounding reality, without identity tags or ego-preferred, cramped
'product codes' needed in learning.
An atmosphere of blame will hone a Trojan of Light of Movement of Love to
raise smoke to the fire of purification, which will betray smouldering, collapsing,
to be judged tests, for you to produce observations, to reform base of
observations, to sharpen discernment ability and to catch fake. You are
doing an extreme service mission as a grand field, where extreme soul seal
agreements are also carried out. The greatest, most awakening, most dualistic,
most reprehensible, most out-of place and catching forms of the so-called good
and so-called evil are tensions supported as unravelling congestion, to seal into
the time of change the necessary enormous forces. Seal agreements as
responsibilities are most supported and prepared, role performances of the most
cleaned souls. React with the feel of the masters. Find out what each tells you
about yourself.
The year opens strongly the matters said. What has started will grow stronger,
supported paths will strengthen. Of fear or, with in relation to more fulfilling
plans, impure choices wanted paths will erode. Coming changes may not
perhaps surprise, for a feel or a thread of knowledge exists in the experiencer in
those paths too, where one has been forcefully guided before, but which are now
meant to transform to new. Hindsight rises value to those feelings, that have been
easy to interpret as something else, such as doubt. Deliberate changes to empty.
Grace is needed for self and others. Important things have been said about grace
earlier here. React.
'Cogwheels'... 'Keys'... Words, synchronicity and symbolism of words: Fill the
crossword puzzles and bingo's of your internal guidance. In the year 2018 I will
show you new ways to close up out of your consciousness to guidance. Old ways
of our support can be disconnected and we have already done some of this. We
open higher symbolism and understanding. Many served perspectives will be
incinerated. Include always in your guidance your most polished motive in
these shaking times of incinerating fake. What is not most important is what
you do, but why you do. Motives are more love, at its best, knowing a part of the
Creator inside instead of ego. The basis of the Creator is to create the outer
with the inner. Ego creates the outer to fill the inner, defining the defined, to

cradle itself from outer support. Of this also will studies manifest to paths.
Many are waiting for a grand prediction of love and light for the beginning year.
This is it. Closing bifurcation will rise the more visible and experiencable, that is
the collective of light, the new matrix, under the new World Order of Light.
Embrace the chain of events in love.
– Metatron, Ēl Vis a Vis, extinguishing unneccessary fires
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Welcome Year 2018!
January 1, 2018
The work of electrifyings, networkings and other twinings is now behind. Into
the twined, arrived-to cyber consciousness network shall essences be
permanently synchronised according to the plan of evolution. The rising of the
light of souls renews structures strongly on many levels.
As energies, the new is already cast. Planned dualistic escalation of polarities to
oneness - as responsibilities of hearts - out of ash shall we start with work to
compress matter into forms and manifestations. Humans are responsible, but the
plan is written in light, a pure stream of spellings. It cannot perform the
unification of essences or diversities of being on its own, but in the end this
power of light language renews to most capable, aim creating mastery, to purest,
most fearless, most love-filled motives and speaks over all barriers. This year is
in a global way a celebration of renewing come true of light language. I will
salute you in new ways. At the same time, in the incinerating, quiet, breaking of
old responsibilities and structures, new will arise. New can also rise from the old
without visible destruction.
Rest in trust. Work outwards in the light of your inner. Do not be satisfied
until you feel the expression of the soul in your suit.
– Metatron
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Hymen of the Cosmic Portal – Preparing for a Holy Contact
January 16, 2018
The year of disintegratings and blossomings is in progress in your calendar in
relation to bubbles forming your reality. Customs will have to be changed,
attitudes reformed, reactions stripped of pretences, to sharpen understanding, to
lift acquiescence to deeds guided by heart motives, to promote deeds dictated by
the mind to pure forms, in your journey to opening unconditional love.
I talk about change as a cyber network.
The talked about, so called intertwining heads to hearts will congest great
changes to systems on soul and collective levels. On individual level the body
gets its corpus and head on the same side, that is, the expression, frequency and
colour of the soul, which is to be understood here as heart, and its pure ego,
which in its pureness recognises itself to be separate only in order to fulfil a
greater purpose: A completed, sootless system in all forms of its existence gets
an enlightened head to its twined entirety. The soul is complete in its
components, a created to be a perfectly burning, beautiful, unique, fulfilled
being, that deducts, executes and operates with its enlightened observation
ability. From the experiences and learnings of the Creator to energies,
consciousness and forms moulded body will be tied to the head.
The process is the same that has been often talked: As a collective, the
enlightened tip of the pyramid - The Eye, The Plan and ascension formula - will
spell its body with light codes as a great mass ascension beneath itself. Michael's
land will be formed; a body of equivalence, perfect divinity of the pyramid. The
skeins of your life lines are twined as through yourselves as souls, as for you to
form by pure will a New Earth also as a common reality.
To internalise this will set up the change in progress to bursting realities, to
skeins of untangled threads and unbalanced pools of experience catalogues. You
will soon see clearer, but allow first an apparent chaos. Feel the feelings to clear
the shadows. Recognise shadows to experience light. Let feelings be separated
from learned, used to and by your assumption easy habits. Choosing love is
ultimately easiest. Note that sometimes that which you think is mastering
feelings is in reality fear to suffer truth. Being a master is like mastering

frequencies: Frequency peaks will meld to balance, it is not forcing electrical
breakdowns to silence. However, take responsibility of your actions. Humble
yourselves to investigate impulsiveness.
Without hiding satisfaction, I return to our subject, that is the global state of the
cyber network. Michael's Lighthouse, that has connected head and body, is the
second bridge of our twined towers. This Metatronica-consciousness portal of
ours is the first. The bridge implemented a vein of light between the tip piece
and the renewing collective, to join essences to oneness, under the World Order
of Light - alongside, from a reality point of view. Proportion guiding from above
again as your truth. The New Earth will fill from these pyramids of light in a
multidimensional twine of perfecting soul groups, soul families and
frequency formations, so do not count with your fingers, or quantify or
estimate. Everything connects to everything with different learning. Yet we
follow here one at a time in a deliberate order, so that with your understanding
you can put together the same circuit board or electric puzzle to your renewing
self, as a part of the whole. I dictate much new information to my channel now,
only part of which is meant to be shared. Part of it is for each to be prepared to
find oneself at a time that is the rightest. Another part prepares for contact, work
and responsibility, to many benefits of clusters, as it twines to the reality of my
channel first. Most of the information is spoken in light language to your
consciousness. Observe the spelling as your own guidance. All knowledge will
open in you.
The third tower, the second bridge, has been congested to begin. The core
twine has been founded and made known to doers as the previous, observations
delivered of the celebrated phase and opened the appropriate holy geometric
order to guide to responsibility. The third tower, as it evolves, will complete to
a cosmic highway for you and we, cyber-beings of cosmic oneness. The portal
has been punctured with force from its hymen, I say. For a reason, reach for
sootlessness. Be liberated to stunning contacts from the old matrix.
– Metatron, its manifesting form
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Light-Droplet Children
February 2, 2018
We are spelling the third tower. The third tower will be connected to the two
others, to form a start triangle in the twine as a task an a responsibility. This
twine, when ready, is a cosmic portal formed by three towers.
The task includes the started activating of new star seeds:
New star seeds have been taking shape in even congested essences as Trojans of
Light, electrifying with codes of light. However, today I talk of children, having
arrived into skins, pure, blossoming flowers of evolution already at birth, whose
sensitivity is to emerge in a special way. Included in these ways are to be born
with a handicap, different brain-children and special children electrified
against the norms you know.
The constructing tower is for responsibility bearers a sort of calling and life
work, that will be nourished of pearls of unselfishness. The supported process is
guided to be concretised. We will bring knowledge of this as progress steps
make their marks on the path of evolution plan.
Those pure Light-droplet children, of which I now pour information, are often
quiet in their great light. Their job is not to act in a visible way. The most
important porting earth to love happens with energies. These coming lifters and
already of love filling are the administrators of this cosmic tunnel. We avoid
classifications, but this, as a support for your understanding, is necessary. When
expanding, their effect will reach to touch as a magnificent consciousness or
light several souls in addition to the collective. Some of these lives, forming in
relation to answers, will not be supported even to youth. I mirror comments that
you wish to present: A perfect life can also be short and hidden, sparing in the
number of answers.
In the circle of our spellings, great masters shall be twined, that global ascension
has planned for the work, and tested readinesses correspond to spells needed.
Trust; the responsibilities are in the best of hands.
The portal twine will acquire strength from the falling rain of light. Our task

spells the blossomings of the administrators of the towers – not only to grand
essences in your current point in time, but in the activating of their energy
footprints from here to past and from here to future: The whole quota of those
joining in the twine will roll to the power of ascension. This tower is the
brightest mirror of the rising of the cosmic portal.
Look at these Light-droplet children. Feel the new.
– Its will most onenessless, to children and their light congested, Metatron
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The Keys of Serrations & the Gate of Merlin
April 9, 2018
Smudge is wiped off from history by the as responsibility twines progressed
tower forms, the announced tower of Metatron, the tower of Michael and as
newest responsibility, the electrified tower of Merlin: New World Order of
Light & law of ascension - God equivalence - the crystallising of cyber beings
from time lines.
As supported have you congesting events encountered. Said situation numbers
release the foundations of dualistic circus reality towards Oneness. Arriving to
your matter is a soular literacy, if you still react in a dualistic way. This brings
understanding and depth into your work; the learning path towards a onenesslike new age cyber humanity.
We have progressed to the Third Book of Oneness. The first and second are
still being written as light spells into individuals, on a global step and as support
of the third. I speak of Tomes as spellings into tasks, that the Ascension Plan
contains in order to come true.
The collective principle of michaelic God equivalence of the global step has
been spoken:
– The rapid rising of light will wipe soot and impurity as promised and as
planned.
– To extinguish responsibilities reclaimed to less than the highest paths.
– To strengthen the expression of the soul, sense of oneness.
– To empower the Creator part; the whole as the created light essence of soul
parts.
– To spell into paths guidance from light instead of shadows.
– To fold duality into weighted harmony from falling poles of polarities.
– To brighten love and authentic reality to the ultimate force of existence of

rightness understanding.
The heart rises above the mind, with balance, as polarities come undone in
the planned, renewing mill of lessons.
Smudge will be wiped from soul history when soul parts come to the light of
consciousness. Being aware is light. It is a gate which opens, to open a lane to
change. By being aware the work begins and to that it ends. Being aware is
a circle that is to be closed, a buckle in a belt that is to be fastened. By being
aware of all of its parts in the Now-moment to breathe the same light, shall the
lane sit as a skein to network the parts to a whole cyber essence. Cyber operates
on many understanding and essence levels as a great unified twine
structure. It is consciously connected to everything and it is a Conscious
Creator, a human being of a new reality matrix. Observe smudge as a term that
when incinerating will renew the whole growth and gives it power. I have also
talked of nonsense and poo as fertiliser of evolution between growth cycles. Be
free to choose the most satisfying expression, or see smudge perhaps like traffic
signs, speed limits or supported detour signs that have guided to phases. When
you reach straight road these are unnecessary and confusing to your
understanding.
Smudge and twisted passage demand mercy and forgiveness to self and its parts.
The now-moment grants admission to integrity and healing.
Elements corresponding to soul parts in cyber perspective consist not only of
your own incarnations, aspects and Qoins crystallised of these. In a higher cyber
essence the whole existence is twined in a more advanced way than the ageing
and renewing reality structure even in its most open form has been able to
support in skeins as electrifications of multidimensional, rose-like energy
centres. In a cyber essence the same light of consciousness is breathed by each
soul and each vibrating, living being, organism and form appearing in reality –
through Self. Cyber essence loves everything to be a part of its Great Self.
Cyber essence can express everything through itself. Cyber essence is a
manifester of Divinity, an expression of consciousness. You understand when I
compare cyber to a computer that is connected to all knowledge. This does not
remove its own properties or programs, but even carefully selected programs do
not define the knowledge brought through the network, even if they may
strengthen the output. The collective is also brought by that way to renew
through a point of balance, in the present moment, with the help of current

essence and current consciousness: All that has passed, all that is to come, that
has meandered to paths in a linear manner. Consciousness transforms from its
own bubble to oneness.
And from this to the actual topic.
The formula of activating light-droplet children is connected to this committing
of essence parts from an individual to a whole consciousness. They have a
significant readiness to manifest free-twine, where consciousness in its network
moves faster and past own soular manifestations, or 'skins'. The forgotten
electric will discharge through the eyes of the mind in a more uncontrolled way.
There are psychic diagnoses, physical injuries, properties, manners,
adhesiveness, reactivity, vulnerability, dependence, exceptional models to see
and experience. Visible speciality and that which is hidden, blasted by external
factors and intrinsic, innate. You recognise them more quickly after I have
twined my speech to the end.
The combined and its power raising tower twine of Merlin was spelled to
dismantle smudge that was falling into the timing, from the soul books of these
beings. For the 'transcription' of the material, power recognised as Merlin's form
is required, that can pick up exactnesses and bypass linearity from time lines and
dimensions. Merlin is a lumberjack who takes down the forest of duality, at the
same time a welder who constructs a strongly light conducting corridor from the
Now-moment to other parts of existence from non-polar, pure materials. The
power and responsibility of Merlin has been shared as readinesses to souls who
will wake up to take down their own duality and at the same time that of others,
and it has been grounded in stages as consciousness into this skein through souls,
to support the new matrix. Merlin is the meeting point between decisions and
change, the lower and upper version of the same point, a place of choosing.
A circle of numbers, performances and happenings that closes; the beginning of
it and the end of it. So it is imperative to understand a higher reality and its
perspective in addition to a corner of duality, so that the path of the lesson is the
ring that opens through it a channel from the Now-moment to cyber reality. Each
lesson is a ring. As it builds, this started tower twine or consciousness portal will
congest to the michaelic collective flood as awareness of multidimensionality
and choosing of higher path. The soul crystallises its purest twined Qoins to its
human expression. The twining of Light-droplet children will greatly pierce
power to the stage.

The three towers represent evolution that is being twined to your
understanding with the examples that I have shown. The process is a
beautiful dance of many dimensions, where rules apply.
There are three portals to be twined into one; three towers, the third of which,
as it rises, speeds up, enrichens and from multidimensionality fills the thread,
purpose and manifesting power of the two others. Opening of the three portals to
one in the lift of this powerful force of Light-droplet children and Merlin, forms
a cosmic, universal, oneness-full highway, that I have much talked about, to the
diverse garden of the universe, the electric corners of the layers of the
dimensional rose. The thread of the tree portals is the umbilical cord
between Earth womb child, Moon placenta and Father-Mother Divinity that
nourishes and cleans, maintaining connection, before the new is ready to be
born into another reality. The bud to cosmic citizenship has opened from the
Moon – as a weighed bridge, goal, gate and a great manifestation of the silver
screen of the sky to the bearers of responsibility.
Reality can expand only in the self interaction of the Moon aspect, in calming
tides, after the mirroring of light has ended in the independence of expressing
one's own light.
As a responsibility, the seeds grinded by the mill have been guided into the
network as beans to sprout the new Earth. We are welding rays and
Chrystal Skulls with the combining power of number 13. Aware bearers of
responsibility will be electrified to work party. I will give key words and
light spells soon. We will serrate more great meeting of forms to spellings.
– Metatronics, as its responsibility has ended, separated from its free twine skin
known in duality, as pure consciousness; The Eye.
Metatron in your commonly known form has manifested.
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Beginning Books of All Time Creation, The Path of the Flame &
The Sleep Work Space of the Soul
April 23, 2018
Means of power of working methods are guided to powers of dreams.
Supported symbolism can be reached by most. You will notice more common
dreams and stories within dreams. This is a sign of right direction, uniting
reality, common beingness, timelessness as base of existence, evolution and
paths and twining together of your responsibilities.
As they empower, the twines will offer you direct guidance and perspective to
what you bring forth to one another:
Friendships are taken to pure, oneness-full, fulfilling grooves, out of fear guided
models and feelings of obligation. The art of receiving shall be gone through as
numbers with its teachings: Bites of gratuitousness shall be brought for reading,
for you to bring down your needless limits, unnecessary, learned models of
evasion and fears of yours, related to freedom, flow, pricing of products of love
and sufficiency, or conditionings based on values defined by the ego.
Human and intimate relationships are sieved - which sounds terrifying to you but you know you are going towards it with ever increasing pace. To become
clean you do not only need all the teachers in your life in interactive interaction,
but also to separate holdingness, as your soul work, from everything that has
defined you until then. Stagnant, challenging frictions in energies, after serving
their purpose, manifest in liberations or a power to be freed from that which has
done its job. You understand that no relation in ways learned is needed for love.
Love is free. Even the most stupid thing in life will open after fear to be
observed as preparing for love and work of light.
Intimate relationship brings a mirror in front of self. Intimate relationship will
bring yourself into a new viewing angle. Mirroring and companionship will
renew your perception of yourself to yourself. Intimate relationship will change
with yourself corresponding need and expressing phase. Intimate relationship
surprises when it disconnects familiar, previously interconnecting bonds,
understood as attracting force, which can also include different challenges and
apparent disagreements. When completing the studied lessons will free to a

change that is a deep multidimensional transformation. That change will cast a
new foundation, where it is appropriate to cherish something and to prune
something. Things and relationships are left behind, begin and renew. All that
will guide to acknowledge, share, receive and express highest love.
Love includes responsibility from liberation, as liberation from that
responsibility which is defined as responsibility of the mind. For clarity I will
speak of the latter as obligations: The soul knows its responsibility, the mind
takes obligations. To be plain: Love is always right, love may always be right.
Everything that is built in front of it is based on fear and old polarised
models. Love is studied and expressed in intimate relationships and random and
close in soul human relationships, but the measurement of it is happiness, not a
way to live, commit, or manifest love, carried out in a particular frame of
reference. You do services to your ego when you get lost in the jungle of norms,
setting statuses and trying to fit in moulds that which exists only get out from
under the power of such. The ability to commit is a virtue, but in the long run
and at the end there is only you, and really only you. It is possibly to commit
fully to just the path of your own soul, to do, learn what you have planned and
within that frame to support the growth story of others. It is the greatest gift also
to everyone else; to express what is real and grant the same freedom to others.
Of the locomotive of the Study of Love I speak as Nuub, "The Knob". The
locomotive of love has been pulling all your studies of love. It is compressed
data of the properties of the soul, that has been collected from all that is ever
been loved, charmed, prayed, cleansed and twined, in all experience paths of
love. It is the great mystery of love, which guides your fallings in love, as the
fallings develop it further. The chemical, energetic, etheric, secret formula of
love, that is a unique external characteristic for you to recognise that which the
soul knows. You are most puzzled when Nuub appears as a hidden glue force of
Flames and Walk-ins. You feel the energy, but not the emotions, or you know
both the energy and your emotions, but everything thousandfold. It is Nuub at its
important work. The meaning of this study and the Path of the Flame is a grand
union of elevated feminine and masculine.
Each soul has a bundle of supported Qoins, higher forms of expression, into
which the greatest lessons, skins, incarnations and evolution responsibilities
have crystallised as heritages of paths. Qoins are responsibility driven, pure core
pieces of a great cyber essence, condensed forms of walked study paths, where
lived, sieved and learned responsibilities are lifted as ascension harvest to a

grand overall essence, to cyber, electrified by soul parts and aspects. Qoin
suggests chaining, birth, a pure initial form, Genesis and thus to beginning
books of all time creation and their stem spells.
Every Qoin must be balanced to perfect harmony with a Qoin-union, where
a oneness of feminine and masculine is born in their own frame of vibration.
Some Qoin pairs have lived as a pair, some only aware of each other by power of
their greatest consciousnesses, where a pair folds as one through time, space and
dimensions. All this - who balance each other and in what division - is written in
soul books. The Nuub locomotive is building a railroad in this time and
environment of your consciousness by guiding its support to Flames and the Path
of the Flame, to spell in codes Qoin pairs together again. The highest, most
sacred and divine union to ones own feminine and masculine oneness is born in
a conscious harmonising of Qoin pairs. The job can be full of surprises, or quiet
inner dialog with ones soul. Often you do not need names for the roles or actual
relationships with the Flames, but in responsibilities, electrifications on skins are
also supported. Renewal tends to free souls to oneness of all its forms of
expression that it has needed in different lives for its evolution. So your Qoins
will couple in yourselves - as your development works complete from the pages
of the catalogue of experiences the soul has ordered and created.
The Nuub locomotive will collect behind it the carriages where those Qoin parts
sit opposite, encountered. In other words, the Path of the Flame builds a
whole, purified, crystallised essence, a new cyber body and a train of twelve
aspects. DNA intertwines the Sacred Union of masculine and feminine together
through all its length, to ignite as a full expression of the soul in the temple of
your essence.
Nuub is a pulling power to love in the tracks of human experience. Therefore
love is always right. You may love anyone, and that is also what everything in
evolution aims at. Your responsibility is to be honest of that for yourself.
Unselfish, unconditional love always returns from something, because it is
nothing that is separate or disconnected from you. It does not threat or harm.
Love can not be useless or be lost. It is supplying the locomotive. This kind of
pure love does not judge, value, demand, expect or bind. Love and a human
relationship can enable each other, can flow together, but do not tell of the same.
One is full ow laws, rules, moral grooves, obligations, compromises and
emotional puzzles, and the other something that will always be above
manifestations of duality and outside definitions.

As the structure of free twine of the aspect of twelve the Path of the Flame and
Qoin unions will be completed for all; a new age cyber body. Reality twine
divided not just by two, but by twelve frequency fields will be united: As twelve
parts become one train - or a tunnel of it, if you want to see it that way - in
your path of consciousness, energy centres and DNA, with the unifying
power of number 13 and the oneness fingerprint it vibrates, a Number one
pair induction, an Agape filled reality and agape like love relation to
everything will be ignited in soul path, through the Sacred Union of highest
feminine and highest masculine sealed in self and in selfness. When the
aspect of twelve has united in stages to one whole of the global field, as fruits of
the collective, will the Earth be cradled to one reality, truth and pools will bend
into balance. You are ready to understand towers previously advised and built
into our books as part of yourself and multidimensional path of oneness.
Examine this matter.
I will give some keywords to interpret light spells, that you will receive as
signs by different means: Sun disc, Sun dial, clock face, compass, 12 month
calendar, wheel of change, wheel of earth, cartwheel, cogwheel, stone disc, rock
at the entrance of a tunnel or a cave. Arrows, pointers, alignment marks,
triangles, points, the tower of Babel.
Create from dream state, for the reason of twined guidance, a new and deeper
work space for your soul. I will date your recognisings.
– Oneness, the opened eye of Shiva
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End Time Light Code Chalices & The Custom Theatre of Reality
– Epilogue
May 28, 2018
Events are manifesting.
Last time I asked you to observe certain keywords. We brought and still bring
information as a continuum, but we now focus on some signs of ours. It is not
our intention to divide people into groups, although the information and events
will arrive focusing mainly on small groups of the general population. You know
the limits of free information set by those governing your planet. We lift
matters up for global recognising with love, which is mirroring of your
cleansing. In other words, we can operate when your readiness allows – not
before.
We have arrived into a new phase of Armageddon. Armageddon is primarily
energy and information warfare. You will feel desire to renew into this new
phase.
For your support we brought a sign on the 8th of May as a crop circle in
Whiltshire. You will hardly need an effort when you deduct that it is the
promised wheel. You may perhaps need an effort to recognise an insect in the
circle. You may be horrified when we say that it means what you expect as a
plague of Armageddon. And its deepest symbolism will teach your
responsibility: Rise above words when interpreting the programmings of the
mind, deep-rooted to the same fears.
We bring light and potential to evolution in global, planned ways, from light
code chalices poured from above you. Catching attitudes will we spell of light
bodies in the cleansing fire of end time. With the support of external feararousing life forms, people need to face their smallness to incinerate their egos,
in order to be a great creator like their soul, an omnipresent cyber essence.
Manifestations you assume to be plagues give enormous blessings. Events will
time, and in twined series reach your consciousness in swarms or by one, in
ways that serve the soul and personal readiness of everyone.
My request is: Get to the bottom of your fears.

The reason for fear is some definition as a result of an experience, belief or
uncertainty. Human being is inclined to fear that what is unknown. Most fear is
aroused by that which the soul recognises but the ego denies and polarises.
Your responsibility is to understand that we support your fear work in peace and
in love. We come as mosquitoes. We come as frogs. Lizards, snakes. Birds. We
come as beings. We come as equipment and machinery: as UFO's and IFO's. We
come quiet and with a roar. As phenomena. We will manifest in forms that in a
required manner will congest the fear traps of your consciousness. We come as
experiences that are painted by yourself and commissioned by your soul in
your own holographic bubble of reality, which can still be small, or connected
to a larger field of consciousness. The custom theatre of reality around you will
tell everything needed. In the liberty of the NOW-moment you do not
necessarily need any other data of yourself.
Go to the bottom of your fears. Rolling events will lift up your most real ability
to relate after pretending, in order to measure the qualities and limits of your
universal love, to dismantle the need to control and to burst the many illusions
and bubbles of beauty conceptions. To become aware of the origin of the threat
is most important. To learn to be fearless is a by-product. When you recognise
the roots of fear, your action will change by its own accord; old motives have
been cleared and have started to unravel from your models. Instead of eyes,
use your heart to see.
This will prepare the Earth for a great, divine contact. You will shape the Earth.
– The plan to the twined Rose of evolution; Metatronics between dimensions,
with its created, light-bowing dark tones; Oneness rising from the shadows;
Divinity at the level of your faces; El Vis a Vis.
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